
The Apprentice: 'Not one candidate is actually stupid'
The Apprentice is back for another series. And, fortunately, so are the ridiculous introductory 
statements from the candidates.

"I'm the Beyoncé of business," claims one in the opening episode.
"Money doesn't buy happiness," says another, "but I'd rather cry in a sports car than an old banger".

Such claims are likely to go down in the show's history along with the likes of "everything I touch 
turns to sold", and "I'm not a one trick pony - I've got a whole field of ponies."

Now in its 14th year, the BBC One show never fails to deliver several contestants who are bigger 
on arrogance than they are on ability.
But, Lord Sugar says, he "takes exception" to the suggestion that candidates on the show are 
"stupid".

"The programme itself is an entertainment programme as well as a business programme," he tells 
journalists at the launch of this year's series.

"Those stupid people you're talking about run six very successful businesses, one of which has 
made a million pounds this year, and the others are close behind them."

It's true that six former winners of the show have gone on to successful business ventures since the 
2010 rule change, which saw Lord Sugar invest in a business idea rather than hiring an apprentice 
for his own company.

Despite their somewhat over-confident claims, Lord Sugar says: "The whole point of the process is 
that you do find a winner in the end.

"The people try to fight for their position in the early stages, they say some things which sound a bit 
silly, but they're not that daft really."

"Can I also interject here," picks up Claude Littner, "and just say, not one of them is actually 
stupid."

It's perhaps a surprising defence of the candidates from Lord Sugar's sidekick, who doesn't exactly 
go easy on candidates on the show.

"They're all working very, very hard, and the tasks - you may be watching the TV thinking 'I can do 
that', I assure you, you can't," he says.

"It's a lot more complex than you think. And they're really trying hard, and it's very, very difficult.

"You get a group, they don't know each other, they're fighting for a position - it's much, much harder 
than it looks, believe me."
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The behaviour and claims of the candidates often bring them notoriety and a brief spell of social 
media fame.

But that is arguably a drawback - as it could mean the show is more likely to attract people who are 
fame-hungry rather than those who possess genuine business skill.

"That's a very good point," says Lord Sugar. "I do worry a lot. In the selection process, sometimes I 
worry that people are there for the wrong reasons.

"And if I do come across them, they don't tend to last too long, let's put it that way.
"Having said that, a lot of the contestants come with the intention of winning the prize and getting 
the job.

"And what happens is they get fired, and there's that kind of withdrawal symptom after the show 
ends, where they're not spotted in Tesco anymore.

"They then want to do something else, because they got a flavour of being on TV.

But Steve Tappin, head of Xinfu - a CEO coaching and leadership consultancy - told BBC News 
that he "would challenge the idea that the show is a credible route into business".

"The Apprentice often features inexperienced people who are very focused around building their 
own brand and reputation as opposed to having genuine commercial entrepreneurial skills to scale-
up a major business," he said.

"Many of them lack the leadership abilities to connect, unite and grow a business."

This is the first series of The Apprentice to air since Lord Sugar apologised for tweeting a 
photograph which compared the Senegal football team to beach sellers in Marbella.

He doesn't address this directly at the launch, but acknowledges when asked by BBC News that the 
advice he gives apprentices about their online behaviour has changed.

"The thing is that when we started 14 years ago, there was no such thing as social media, so things 
change as we go through," he says.

"The candidates of the programme are briefed at a very early stage that they have to be very careful 
what they do as far as social media is concerned.

"And social media can be their enemy really, because before we select some of the candidates, we 
use it ourselves to find out what they've been up to. So it's an era we're running through at the 
moment."

Pressed on the backlash he experienced on social media in the last year, he says: "You just have to 
take the rough with the smooth really, it's as simple as that."
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